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CHARGED-PARTICLE SPECTROSCOPY ON OMEGA

Recent work has resulted in the first spectroscopic measurements of energetic charged particles
on Omega. Individual line profiles of charged fision products have been obtained, and include D-3He
protons (14,7 MeV) and alphas (3.6 MeV), D-T alphas (3.5 MeV), and D-D protons (3.0 MeV) and
tritons (1.0 MeV). These and other preliminary measurements have provided fusion yields, ion

temperatures, pR of shell and ablator, and identification and quantification of anomalous acceleration
effects. In addition, surprising and copious fluxes of energetic ablator protons and ablator ions have been
observed born 100 keV to 1.2 MeV. In particular, sharply-defined “lines” of energetic ablator protons
are detected. When they occur, they have strong intensities from 100 up to about 400 keV, with
separations between adjacent lines of order 20 keV. The endpoint of the ablator protons is -500 keV,
suggesting that the capsule is charging to - ‘%MV. From 500 keV to 1.2 keV (proton equivalent energy),
non-hydrogenic ablator ions are found to dominate the spectrum, but usually without sharply-defined
lines.

These measurements were accomplished with the first components of a set of charged-particle
spectrometers designed to take advantage of energetic, charged products (see Tables I and II). The
components are:

CPS-1: A large spectrometer utilizing a 7.6-kG magnet and CR-39 track detectors (see Figures
1-7). It resolves energetic particles from -50 keV to 40 MeV (proton equivalent energy, or
energy of a particle with the same gyroradius as a proton of this energy).

CPS-2: Similar to CPS-1, but will use CCDS in addition to CR-39 for particle detection.

RFP-1, RFP-2, & RFP-3: Compact “range-filter-pack” spectrometers using CR-39 track
detectors behind ranging filters of varying thicknesses to provide spectral information (see Figure
8 and Table III).

The components installed so far are CPS-1, RFP-1, RFP-2, and IWP-3 (see Figure 9 for port
locations). When CPS-2 is installed, viewing the implosions from a different direction, it will be possible
to make uniquely detailed studies of implosion symmetry. All together, it will be possible to study a

wide range of implosion parameters (yields, ion temperature, fiel and shell pR) and dynamics (capsule
convergence, shell breakup), plus anomalous accelerations.

Figures 10-21 illustrate some preliminary data. Figures 10 and 11 are examples of the “raw”
track data at detector position D5 (Figure 3) for two D-3He shots, and Figures 12-16 show line profiles
for different charged fusion products. Figure 13 illustrates the anomalous acceleration effects (the D-D
line is centered at about 3.2 MeV, rather than the 3.0 expected). We generally see the D-D line centroid
vary between 3.0 to 3.4 MeV for different shots, sometimes with different shapes, as indicated by the two
profiles shown in Figure 16. The trend so far seems to indicate that the higher the laser energy, for a
given micro-balloon and pulse shape, the greater the energy upshift. Figures 17-21 illustrate the
observation of copious energetic ablator ions and protons, with intense and narrow proton lines in the
400-keV region and non-hydrogenic ions from 500 keV to 1.2 MeV (proton equivalent energy).
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TABLE I. Nuclear re&i;ons and reaction products of interest, fidicating which products have so
fii.rbeen observed in the spectrometer data.

Reaction type

Primary fusion
reactions

Secondary fusion
reactions

14.1-MeV neutron
knockons

30.8-MeV tertiary
reaction chain

Observed in
spectrometer

Reactions data

D+D + T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV) T, p
+ n (2.45 MeV) + 3He (0.8 MeV)

D+T + a (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) a
D + 3He + a (3.6 MeV) + p (14.7 MeV) w P

3He (0.82 MeV) + D

+ u (6.6-1.7 MeV) + p (12.5-17.4 MeV)
T (1.01 MeV) + D

+ a (6.7-1.4 MeV) + n (11.9-17.2 MeV)

n (14.1 MeV) + p + n’ + p (<14.1 MeV)

n (14.1 MeV) + D + n’ + D (<12.5 MeV)

n (14.1 MeV) +T + n’ +T(<IO.6 MeV)

D +T -+ ct(3.5 MeV)+ n (14.1 MeV) (step 1)

n (14.1 MeV) + D + n’ + D ( <12.5 MeV) (step 2)

D (12.5 MeV) + 3He + a + p ( <30.8 MeV) (step 3)

D

T

TABLE II. Other interesting energetic charged particles observed
in our spectrometer data.

Particle type Energy

Energetic ablator protons

Intense ablator proton lines

-50-500 keV

-300-450 keV

Non-hydrogenic ablator ions -500 keV -1.2 MeV*

* Proton equivalent energy.
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~igure 1: Concept for the charged-particle spectrometers, showing how particles from a target implosion
O11OWdifferent trajectories through a magnet. The magnet separates particles according to
nomentundcharge. Particle detection and energy measurement (to uniquely identifi the species and

:nergy) is accomplished in spectrometer CPS-1 by CR-39 track detectors. CR-39 will also be used
nitially in a second spectrometer (CPS-2), but will eventually be augmented by CCDS.

?igure 2: One of two identical 7.6-kG magnets fabricated for the charged-particle spectrometers CPS-1
md CPS-2. The longest dimension of the magnet is 28 cm, and the gap width is 2 cm. This magnel
veighs 160 pounds, and the force between the poles is 6400 pounds. Although deployed in the Omega
>xperiment,prelimina~ studies indicate it is also suitable for a NJ? charged-particle spectrometer.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of charged-particle spectrometer CPS-1 (seen flom above), showing th(
footprint of the pentagonal magnet within the cylindrical vacuum chamber. Collimated particles from th
Omega target enter the magnet Ilom the top of this view, labels indicate where trajectories of differen
particles leave the magnet. Each of fifteen pieces of CR-39 track detector is mounted on a “window” (se(
Figure 4b), which is in turn mounted on a “finger plate” (see Figure 4a), which is then mounted on a pir
in one of the rows labeled A, B, C, and D. Finger mounting positions are then recorded by the row anc
the pin number. Thus the position of a finger mounted on the topmost pin the row D is’referred to in tht
accompanying text as “Dl“.



a) b)

Figure 4: a) The CR-39 detector holder (seen fi-ombelow) for CPS-1. Fifteen finger plates that hold CR
19 “windows” are assembled in four rows, as indicated in Figure 3. On the top of this picture is a small
adjustable entrance slit. On the bottom of the picture, a finger plate with crossed wires holds x-ray filn
wed to monitor alignment. b) Diagram of a CR-39 “window”, which holds the CR-39 and is mountef
m a finger plate. Vertical ribs typically divide the area into 3 discrete sections, and different fingel
~sually cover the tops and bottoms. The vertical ribs will be removed, since they were found unnecessaq
Forsupporting the filters and since they result in dead spots in spatial coverage.

Figure 5: Installation of the magnet in the vacuum
~hamber of spectrometer CPS-1. Alignment of the
spectrometer is accomplished by shining a laser
through the magnet gap and magnet collimator to
the Omega target center.
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Figure 6: Installation of the CR-39 track detecto
holders (see Figyres 3 & 4) for CPS-1. In thf
background is the Omega chamber.



Figure 7: Overview of the spectrometer CPS-1 as installed on Omega flange P4 (see Figure 9). The
:ollimator of CPS-1 is located at 235 cm from the target capsule position; that of CPS-2 will be at 100 cn
[on are-entrant mount).

Figure 8: A Range-Filter-Pack spectrometer. One of three assemblies used to hold CR-39 track detector!
during D-D, D-3He, and D-T shots on Omega. Typical filters are listed in Table III. For the limited dati
sets taken so far, the range filter data mirrors the acceleration effects seen with the magnetic charged
particle spectrometer CPS-1.
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TABLE III. The arrangement of filters in the Range-Filter Packs. All filters are pure (> 99.9%) Al films,

and the numbers shown are filter thicknesses in pm. Range-Filter packs 2 and 3 are designed primarily
for D-D experiments. RFP-3 is used for D-3He shots. A fourth set, not shown, is used for D-T shots.

Name:

Arrangement:

Purpose:

Omega port:

20 60 1150 1200

550 1000 1250 1300

1050 1100 1400 1600

high resolution

RFP-2

3 12.5 75 100

20 25 125 150

40 60 1000 1200

survey for both
for D-3He shots D-D and D-3He shots

Pll

RFP-3

3 6 60 75

9 125 80 85

15 20 90 110

high resolution
for D-D shots

Hll

Figure 9: Omega Port diagram, showing where spectrometer CPS-1 and Range-Filter Packs 1-3 arc
mounted, and where spectrometer CPS-2 will be located. To allow for studies of asymmetric implosiol
iynamics, the positions provide views as orthogonal as possible. Preliminary data indicate that sore{
shots have asymmetric particle yields.
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igure 10: D-D proton tracks in CR-39 from Shc
1763 (D-3He capsule). This piece of CR-39 wa
ositioned at D5 on the spectrometer (Figure 3,

ehind a 25-pm aluminum filter (upper filter i
‘igure4b). With this filter, alphas and tritons wil
le same gyroradius are ranged out, leaving onl
le proton tracks. The track diameters are all ver
imilar in size, since the dispersion of the magm
lIOWSonly particles with a narrow range c
nergies to land at given positions. (The CR-3
{as etched in NaOH at 80°C for 5.5 hours an
iewed under a microscope. The dimensions c
lis image are 410x 308 pm.)
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Figure 11: D-D proton, D-D triton and D-3H(
alpha tracks in CR-39 from Shot 11585 with a D
3He target (5.5-hour etch 840x630 pm image)
This piece of CR-39 was positioned at finger D5 iI

the spectrometer, behind a 6-pm aluminum filte
(lower filter in Figure 4b). The fact that-3.3-Me\
D-D protons and -1. l-MeV D-D tritons have thf
same gyroradius means that they appear at th
same position on exiting the magnet. In addition
due to the energy spread of D-3He alphas (som(
having energies down to 3.3 MeV), all three type:
of particle actually appear at this “triple
degeneracy” position. However, each particle typ
can be distinguished easily by its diameter, whicl
is a fimction of stopping power (as shown by thl
labels and by Figure 12). This image emphasizes:
key concept of this spectiometen - differen
charged fision products with the same gyroradiu~
have very different stopping powers, allowin~
unicme~article identification.

100 ,

50

0

0 5 10 16 21 26 31

Track Diameter (microns)

Figure 12: A track diameter histogram for the “triple degeneracy” position around the region shown i]
Figure 11. In this region, D-D protons, D-D tritons and some lower-energy D-3He alphas all have thl
~ame gyroradii. However, their differing stopping powers allow each particle type to be uniquel
identified. At these energies (3.3 MeV for protons, 1.1 MeV for tritons, 3.3 MeV for alphas), the alpha!
have the largest stopping power, and the protons the smallest.
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~igure 13: D-Dproton spectrumfi-omShotl 1763
~rom the Gaussian fit, the mean energy was 3.1$
tieV (+ -l%) with a standard deviation of O.1~
tieV, while the yield was 2.89 x 1011 (+ 15%)
lle spectrum extends beyond 3.4 MeV (compare
he nominal birth energy of 3.0 MeV), which:
Jong with the high mean energy, indicates ar
momalous acceleration. A similar result wa:
)btained from the Range-Filter Packs (see text). I
s also interesting to note the low-energy stragglin[
:omponent. (In this instance, the proton “line’
]appened to straddle the 3-mm dead space
)etsveen finger positions D3 and D5, as indicatec
)y the gap in the spectrum. For fiture shots wc
till position the CR-39 more optimally to preven
his from occurring.)

~hot 11763

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Energy (bfeV)

Figure 15: D-3He proton spectrum from Sho
11763. From the Gaussian fit, the mean ener~
was 14.85 MeV (=!=-lo/o) with a standard deviatio]
~f 0.33 MeV. The yield was 6.57 x 109, close tf
~heD-3He alpha yield. The width of the peak i
alit-resolution limited, since the physical width a
[his proton line (2 mm) is comparable to the sli
width (1 mm). The protons were ranged througl
1000 pm and 1100 pm of aluminum (befor~
:eading the CR-39) to bring down their energies t~
levels more easily detectable in CR-39. The yield
iehind the two different filters were similar.
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Figure 14: D-D triton spectrum from Shot 11763.
From the Gaussian fit, the mean energy was 1.08
MeV (+ -l%) with a standard deviation of 0.15
MeV, while the yield was 2.55 x 1011 (+ 15%)
(consistent with the proton yield). The most
striking difference between this the D-D proton
spectrum is the appearance of structure in the triton
peak. Furthermore, the peak appears to be skewed
upwards in energy and has a greater relative width
than the proton peak giving tritons above 1.5
MeV, once again indicating anomalous
accelerations (compare the nominal birth energy of
1.0 MeV). The low-energy straggling component
is also present here. The gap in the spectrum is the
same as that discussed in Figure 13.

1.2X1012.’

G

2.6 3.0 4.0
Energy (X)

Figure 16: The D-D proton line shows a relative
energy shift for two different shots. For Shot
11763, with a laser energy of 21.0 kJ, the mean
proton ener~ was 3.18 MeV, while for Shot
11555, with a laser energy of 26.6 kJ, the mean
proton energy was 3.43 MeV. Both capsules were
2.5-pm (wall thickness) micro-balloons. Previous
range-filter studies have shown a correlation
between particle acceleration and laser energy,
although this has not been the only parameter
affecting particle accelerations.
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~igure 17: The spectrum ofnon-fision particle:
~etween 80 keV and 1.2 MeV (proton equivalent
:nergy). Below about 500 keV, the particles are
~rotons, while’ above 500 keV the ions are non-
lydrogenic.

Shot 11763
1X1016 ~ t , , 1

0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50
Energy (MeV)

Figure 18: The proton spectrum of Figure 17
around 400 keV. Note that the proton lines are
spaced about 20 keV apart. Shaded blocks
represent the position of ribs on the CR-39 filte]
cover plates. An endpoint for the protons occurs al
about 500 keV. See Figure 19 for a photograph of
the section of CR-39 containing the tracks
corresponding to the region belxveen the shaded
blocks.

Figure 19: A low-resolution photograph of the region of CR-39 representing the spectrum segrnen
between the shaded blocks in Figure 18. The density of tracks visually shows sharp lines a
approximately 380,400, and 420 keV. The physical dimensions of the region shown are 8400x 630pm
and the CR-39 sample was mounted at finger positions B7 in CPS-1 (see Figure 3).

Figure 20: A magnified image (82x 61 pm) inside
;he 400-keV line shown in Figure. 19. Individual
racks are from protons (see text), and track
iensities are about 107 cm-2.
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Figure 21: A magnified image (82 x 61 pm) just
outside the 400-keV line shown in Figure 19. The
tracks are the same size and character as those
within the line, and, as discussed, are shown to be
from motons.


